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ABSTRACT

Crafts and industry exhibitions have been of profound significance to economic and cultural history globally. As they included musical instruments, especially pianos, they had a significant impact on the development of musical instrument making, creatively stimulating instrument makers and giving them the opportunity to compare different products and introduce innovations. In addition, the exhibitions had an important impact on musical life. The focus of the author's interest is on musical instruments presented at important industry exhibitions held in Breslau, Silesia (now Wrocław, Poland) in 1852 and 1857.
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The world economy underwent sweeping changes in the 19th century. The rapid rise of industry led to widespread economic, social and cultural shifts. The development of cities, regions and countries was reflected in craft and industry exhibitions. To date, research-
ers have mostly focused on world fairs and large national or regional exhibitions held in the second half of the 19th century, which were influenced by the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations, staged in 1851 in London. Local and regional exhibitions held from the beginning to mid-19th century have been less well researched due to their lesser importance and more limited availability of sources, but it is these smaller exhibitions that provided a broad blueprint for later, larger ones and they also contributed significantly to regional and national development in numerous key economic areas.

The key to understanding the significance of exhibitions in 19th-century culture is the underlying idea of supporting social development via the exchange of experiences in technology, science and culture, support for and dissemination of best practices and ideas, the shaping of tastes, and improvements to the quality of craft and industrial production, as well as improving the conditions and organization of work and the quality of life. A system for assessing exhibits was in place to promote the best solutions and companies. The exhibitions were open to the public and attracted great interest, which meant products presented there received widespread attention. The idea behind exhibitions (Ausstellung) differed significantly from that of trade fairs (Messe), which were largely of a commercial nature.

Crafts and industry exhibitions had a broader impact on general cultural, social and regional trends as regards musical culture. Nineteenth-century exhibitions are of interest to musicologists for a number of reasons, including the concerts held during these events, their soundscape and the music composed specifically for the exhibitions. This paper focuses on the musical instruments of the period showcased during the exhibitions.

The first exhibitions in Europe

According to researchers, 19th-century exhibitions were prefigured by several craft shows held in the 18th century, such as those held in 1754 in Vienna, 1756 in London, and 1790 in Paris. The first exhibition in Central Europe took place in 1791 at the Clementinum in Prague as part of the celebration of the coronation of Leopold II. Entitled 'The Cabinet of Goods', the exhibition presented the current state of the Czech economy. The idea of exhibitions began to gain traction, especially in France, and soon

---

spread across Europe. Musical instruments, which combined crafts and art, and later also crafts and industry, were always featured in these exhibitions.

Similar intellectual movements developed throughout Europe, and the same can be said about exhibitions in Central Europe – they developed in a similar way in the same period. In general, the first exhibitions were held between the late 1790s and the 1820s, and initially showcased fine arts and crafts. It was not until the 1830s that crafts and industry shows began to be organized. Breslau (now Wrocław) was under the influence of Berlin, while the Kingdom of Poland followed the French model. The timing of the first exhibitions in both Breslau and Warsaw was similar – the first exhibition in the Kingdom of Poland was held in 1821 in Warsaw and, as was the case in other cities, it included musical instruments.6

The German state has as a rule been considered a part of Western Europe, and Silesia was officially incorporated into Prussia in 1745. The region has always been a melting pot of influences, and as Herbert Heyde stated, the traditions of instrument making in Silesia developed through mutual contacts with Bohemia, Moravia, Austria, Saxony and Southern Germany, separately from Brandenburg and Eastern Prussia.7 In light of these mutual influences, I will consider the exhibitions in Breslau as linked to Central Europe.

Exhibitions series in Breslau

Several exhibition series were held in Breslau. The first series consisted of art exhibitions (Kunstausstellungen) held from 1818 by the Silesian Society for Patriotic Culture (Schlesische Gesellschaft für vaterländische Kultur) in Breslau’s Old Stock Exchange (Alte Börse). These events were fairly modest, with a relatively small number of exhibits, mostly works of art, in addition to craft products, including musical instruments. The exhibitions bore many similarities to events staged at Berlin’s Prussian Academy of Arts and Mechanical Sciences (Akademie der Künste und mechanischen Wissenschaften), where musical instruments were showcased from 1794,8 and were most likely inspired by them. The Breslau events must also have been influenced by a number of German exhibitions, such as the first show in Prussia, Ausstellung der Erzeugnisse vaterländischen Gewerbefleißes, held in 1822 in Berlin, which featured three instrument makers.9

After the art exhibition held in 1845 in Breslau, products other than works of art, including musical instruments, were no longer displayed, as local crafts and industry products were showcased at other shows. The second series comprised 10 exhibitions

---

7 HEYDE, Ref. 4, p. 399.
organized in 1832–1850 by the Breslau Crafts Association (Gewerbe-Verein) as Ausstellung von Erzeugnissen des vaterländischen Kunstfleisses. These exhibitions were held alternately with art exhibitions, initially in the same building of the Old Stock Exchange (Alte Börse). The presence of instrument makers was increasing, but most of them were still from Breslau, and less frequently from other locations in the region and sporadically from outside of Silesia.

The third series started with the Silesian Industry Exhibition (Schlesische Industrie-Ausstellung) in 1852, known as the First Silesian Industry Exhibition, and was followed by two other shows (the second in 1857, and the third in 1870), which were modelled on world fairs, especially the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations held in 1851 in London. The music section mostly showcased exponents of the Silesian music industry.

The focus of this paper is on two industry exhibitions held in Breslau as part of the third series, in the mid-19th century, between 1852 and 1857. My research looked at sources from the Wrocław University Library, in the holdings of the Silesian-Lusatian Collection (former Silesian-Lusatian Cabinet).

Exhibitions in 1852 and 1857

The exhibitions held in Breslau in 1852 and 1857 coincided with a very interesting period in the history of the city and instrument building. The first in this series of industry exhibitions, the Silesian Industry Exhibition (Schlesische Industrie-Ausstellung), held on a grand scale in Breslau in 1852, acted as a strong stimulus to the city’s development. It was clearly inspired by the first world exhibition held in London in the previous year. The mid-19th century also saw significant changes as regards the construction of numerous instruments, particularly as regards pianos. Vertical pianos (‘giraffes’, ‘pyramids’, ‘lyres’) and square pianos were gradually being displaced by upright pianos. Wooden piano frames reinforced with metal bars and other metal elements would soon be replaced by a cast-iron frame and cross-stringing. The innovations, patented and then disseminated via world exhibitions by Steinway & Sons in the 1850s and 1860s, would soon permanently change piano construction worldwide. These changes were not seen in the Breslau exhibitions in the 1850s, but the catalogues of the shows map out trends in the region’s production immediately prior to the introduction of the innovations promoted by Steinway. The construction of wind instruments also changed significantly in the first half of the 19th century. Examples include Theobald Boehm’s reform of woodwinds and the addition of valves to brass instruments. The exception was the construction of string instruments, which remained broadly unchanged, following century-old methods.


GUL, Instrumenty muzyczne na pierwszych..., Ref. 9; GUL, Instrumenty muzyczne prezentowane..., Ref. 9.
Schlesische Industrie-Ausstellung 1852

In the preface to the Guide to the Silesian Industry Exhibition (Schlesische Industrie-Ausstellung) held in Breslau in 1852, the event organizers state that “The aim of the exhibition is not only to present new and unusual products, but also to fully reflect the current state of Silesian industry.” The building referenced the Crystal Palace, which was built for the first world exhibition in London. With respect to instrument makers, it was not a ‘full reflection’ of the current state of Silesian industry, but there were many more exhibitors as regards instrument makers than in the previous exhibition series hosted in Breslau.

Seven piano makers exhibited, six from Breslau and one from Neusalz an der Oder (now Nowa Sól):

- Heinrich Philipp Bessalié (Breslau): a grand piano with English action (exhibit or catalogue position number 974);
- Carl Beyer (Breslau): a rosewood grand piano with English action (No. 1484);
- Brettschneider (Breslau): a concert grand piano with German action (No. 888);
- Friedrich Wilhelm Brieger (Neusalz an der Oder): a grand piano (No. 1482);
- Michael Schnabel, a concert piano (No. 964);
- Theodor Raymond (Breslau): a mahogany concert grand piano and an upright piano (No. 1553 and No. 1704);
- Franz Welk (Welck, Breslau): a grand piano with English action, veneered with American maple (No. 1406).

Carl Beyer also placed a text-only advertisement indicating that his instruments included grand and square pianos with both English and German (Viennese) actions,


13 As a rule, the catalogues did not give the exhibitors’ full names, only the initials. I have completed names only where they are certain. Where instrument descriptions are long or complex, they are quoted in the footnotes from the original.


15 Führer..., Ref. 12, p. 5; Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen..., Ref. 14, p. 46: “Instrumentenbauer Beyer in Breslau, einen engl. Flügel von Polysander”. It is not clear from the descriptions of the pianos whether the case was of solid wood or veneered (veneer is more likely).


17 Führer..., Ref. 12, p. 5; Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen..., Ref. 14, p. 46.

18 Führer..., Ref. 12, p. 5; Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen..., Ref. 14, p. 30.

19 Führer..., Ref. 12, p. 5; Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen..., Ref. 14, p. 49: “Pianoforte-Fabrikant T. Raymond in Breslau, Concert-Flügel von Mahagoni”; p. 54: “ein Pianino”.

20 Führer..., Ref. 12, p. 5; Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen..., Ref. 14, p. 43: “Instrumentenmacher F. Welck in Breslau, ein Flügel-Instrument von amerikanischem Ahorn mit englischer Mechanik”.
and stating, in a manner typical of 19th-century advertisements, that his products were of prime quality, as they were crafted with the utmost care, from the most exquisite materials, and sold with a guarantee, etc.\(^{21}\) The catalogue also contains a content-rich advertisement placed by H. Brettschneider, which includes pricing for several models of grand pianos and uprights, with English and German actions, in a variety of woods.\(^{22}\) The company of Michael Schnabel (1775–1842), based in Breslau, which exhibited a concert piano, had then been run by one of Michael Schnabel’s sons, Julius from at least 1848.\(^{23}\)


\(^{22}\) *Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen...*, Ref. 14, Anzeiger..., p. 56.

\(^{23}\) ROTTERMUND, Budownictwo..., Ref. 16, pp. 336-337.
Interestingly, as stated in the catalogue, Theodor Raymond and Franz Welk (Welck) sat on an expert committee (Fach-Comission) that probably admitted the instruments to the exhibition and evaluated them. Welk also placed an advertisement in the *Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen Industrie-Ausstellung 1852.*

Of the above instruments, the only ones that are known to have survived in Polish music collections are those by Heinrich Bessalié (approx. 1840; Andrzej Szwalbe Collection of Historical Pianos, Ostromecko near Bydgoszcz) and by Franz Welk (2nd half of the 19th century; National Forum of Music, Wroclaw).

The 1852 exhibition catalogue casts new light on the activities of Carl Beyer and Friedrich Wilhelm Brieger. According to current knowledge, Beyer was active in Breslau from 1856, but the catalogue identifies him as a local piano maker earlier, in 1852. We can learn about his production profile through a detailed advertisement, included in the catalog.

No instrument of Beyer seems so far to have been found in the collections of instruments. Brieger, a piano maker based in Neusalz an der Oder, was active longer than previously thought. The last definitely known year of his work as a piano maker was 1845. He is known to have experimented with a down-striking action, but none of his instruments has survived either.

Exhibitors in 1852 also included eleven makers of musical instruments other than pianos, based in Silesia and the surrounding area, including luthiers and string makers:

- **R. Bechmann,** master carpenter (*Tischlermeister,* Frankenstein, now Ząbkowice Śląskie): 2 guitars (No. 853);
- **F. Dittrich,** violin maker (Gross-Glogau, now Głogów): two violins (No. 511);
- **E. Kloß,** cantor (Bernstadt, now Bierutów): 1 violin (No. 441);
- **Joseph Kügler** (Reichenbach, now Dzierżoniów): 1 violin (No. 230);
- **Freiherr v. Prittwitz** (Löwen, now probably Lewin Brzeski, Lower Silesia): 1 violin (no number);
- **C.F. Wiesner & Langenhahn** (Breslau): 1 violin and a variety of strings (No. 1599).

---

24 *Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen...*, Ref. 14, Anzeiger..., p. 56: "Franz Welck, Pianoforte-Verfertiger, in Breslau, empfiehlt seine Instrumente mit deutscher und englischer Mechanik nach der neuesten Verbesserung, versehen mit einer eisernen Stimmstockplatte und mit einem eisernen Bogen, verbunden mit dem Spreizer, um dadurch die Stimmung besser zu erhalten, und garantirt auf mehrere Jahre für dessen Güte".


26 ROTTERMUND, Budownictwo..., Ref. 16, p. 286.

27 This maker is not mentioned in: HENKEL, Hubert: *Lexikon deutscher Klavierbauer.* Frankfurt am Main : Verlag Erwin Bochinsky, 2000.

28 ROTTERMUND, Budownictwo..., Ref. 16, p. 289.

29 *Führer...,* Ref. 12, p. 5; *Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen...,* Ref. 14, p. 26.

30 *Führer...,* Ref. 12, p. 5; *Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen...,* Ref. 14, p. 16.

31 *Führer...,* Ref. 12, p. 5; *Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen...,* Ref. 14, p. 14.

32 *Führer...,* Ref. 12, p. 5; *Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen...,* Ref. 14, p. 8; Beniamin Vogel notes that J. Kügler was based in Breslau in 1856, but he provides no other detail except his address. VOGEL, Beniamin: *Słownik lutników działających na historycznych i obecnych ziemiach polskich oraz lutników polskich działających za granicą do 1950 roku.* Bydgoszcz : Miejskie Centrum Kultury, 2019, p. 124.

33 *Führer...,* Ref. 12, p. 5.

34 *Führer...,* Ref. 12, p. 5; *Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen...,* Ref. 14, p. 50: “1599. Saitenfabrik C. F. Wiesner & Langenhahn in Breslau, ein Sortiment Darmsaiten und eine Violine.”
F. Dittrich is mentioned by Lütgendorff as an amateur luthier, who repaired violins. Ernst August Kloss was cantor of the Evangelical church in Bernstadt who settled in Breslau around 1860. He was a violin and lute maker, who also exhibited his instruments at the crafts and industry exhibition in Stettin (now Szczecin) in 1865.

The exhibition was also attended by Silesian wind instrument makers:
- **Kleinert** (Breslau): a B-flat clarinet made of ebony and a B-foot flute made of coconut wood (No. 1596);
- **J. Schöngarth** (Breslau): a B-flat tuba with rotary valves (No. 1649);
- **J. Schubert**, the farmer (Dürrenberg, Kreis Habelschwerdt, now Sucha Góra, Bystrzyca Klodzka district): 5 chromatic woodwind instruments (No. 601);
- **J. Weidner** (Breslau), a harmonium maker: Phisharmonika (Phisharmonika; No. 1295).

We know that Weidner also exhibited his ‘Fisharmonica’ (a type of harmonium) at the 1848 exhibition in Breslau. Compared to the earlier exhibitions held in Breslau, the 1852 one was a watershed event as far as luthiers and wind instrument makers are concerned – Schöngarth and Kleinert exhibited their instruments for the first time. In the first half of the 19th century very few luthiers and woodwind instrument makers and no brass instrument makers exhibited their products in Breslau. The reason for this is unknown – a similar absence of brass instrument makers at Berlin exhibitions before 1844 is noted by Curt Sachs.

**Schlesische Industrie-Ausstellung 1857**

Five years later, in 1857, the second Silesian Industry Exhibition was held. The mid-19th century had not yet seen a widespread participation of piano makers in Breslau.

---

37 *Führer...*, Ref. 12, p. 5; *Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen...,* Ref. 14, p. 50: “Instrumentenbauer Kleinert in Breslau, eine B-Klarinette von Ebenholz, eine Flöte mit H Fuß von Kokusholz.”
38 *Führer...*, Ref. 12, p. 5; *Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen...,* Ref. 14, p. 52: “Instrumentenbauer J. Schöngarth ebendaselbst, eine tiefe B-Tuba mit Cylinder-Ventilen.”
40 *Führer...,* Ref. 12, p. 5; *Amtlicher Katalog der Schlesischen...,* Ref. 14, p. 40: “Instrumentenmacher J. Weidner in Breslau, eine Phisharmonika.”
42 SACHS, Ref. 8, p. 3.
exhibitions. This changed in the late 19th century when every piano maker was eager to display proof of their participation in exhibitions by decorating their instruments and stationery with images of medals or awards.

The piano-making firms that exhibited at the second Silesian Industry Exhibition in 1857 included:

- **Carl Beyer** (Breslau): a pyramid mahogany piano (probably not the ‘pyramid’ piano, but rather a grand piano made of a special type of pyramid mahogany wood) with Viennese action and English dampers, and a grand piano with English action, Spanish walnut veneered (No. 699);

- **Bernhard Grimm** (Reichenbach, now Dzierżoniów, also active in Schweidnitz, now Świdnica): a mahogany grand piano with English action and a walnut upright piano (No. 519);

- **Adolf Mager, Mager Frères** company: a grand piano of English design with an English action (No. 1059);

- **Ed. Seiler & Oswald Scholz** (Liegnitz, now Legnica): a grand piano with mahogany finish (No. 1043).

The catalogue also contains a content-rich advertisement placed by Franz Welk (Welck) and Mager Frères. The advertisement of Mager Frères includes several models of pianos, concert grands and uprights, with English and German actions, in a variety of woods.

---


45 For more on this, see GUL, Joanna – SACHS, Rainer: Świdniccy fortepianmistrzowie. In: Rocznik świdnicki, Vol. 34, 2006, pp. 37-38. His piano survives at the Muzeum Ziemi Średzkiej (Środa Land Museum), in Koszuty, Poland.


48 Amtlicher Katalog der zweiten..., Ref. 43, p. 46: “Ed. Seiler & Oswald Scholz, Instrumentenbauer. Liegnitz. Mahagonikarniess-Flügelinstrument.” It is not clear what the word ‘karniess’ means here, perhaps it describes the shape of the instrument.

49 Amtlicher Katalog der zweiten..., Ref. 43, Anzeiger zum Amtlichen Katalog [part with advertisements], p. 4.

The company set up by Eduard Seiler in Liegnitz in 1849 soon became Silesia’s largest and one of the best piano manufacturers. The fact that Seiler and Scholz displayed their products at the exhibition is notable, as very little is known about the collaboration between Oswald Scholz and Eduard Seiler and it has not yet been possible to determine the date until which they worked together.\(^{51}\) Oswald Scholz’s advertisements as an independent piano maker survive, but no instruments signed with his name are known. The 1857 Breslau Exhibition was probably the first show at which the Ed. Seiler company received a prize.\(^{52}\) Many instruments made by this manufacturer have survived in museums and private collections, but only a few from the early years of the firm. At the next Breslau exhibition in 1870, Ed. Seiler, the largest piano factory in Eastern Germany, exhibited the largest number of instruments and he was the silver medal winner at the \textit{1869 Allgemeine Deutsche Gewerbe und Industrie-Ausstellung} in Wittenberg.\(^{53}\)

Other piano makers and instruments featured in the exhibition included:

- **Theodor Raymond** (Breslau): a walnut piano of French model (No. 994);\(^{54}\)
- **Franz Welk** (Welck; Breslau): a rosewood grand piano with English action and a rosewood upright piano (No. 701);\(^{55}\)
- **Wallischewski** (Breslau): a rosewood grand piano with metal hitch-pin plate and English action, with 7½ octaves G2–c5 (No. 649).\(^{56}\)

Very little is known about the piano maker Wallischewski from Breslau. He was active in Wrocław in the years approx. 1840–1870. Only one piano signed ‘C. Wallischewski’ – a square piano from approx. 1840 – survives in the National Museum in Wrocław. It has a composite frame with one bar and a slightly smaller range of C1–a4 – 6 1/2 octaves.\(^{57}\)


\(^{52}\) This exhibition and prize are first mentioned in Ed. Seiler’s publicity materials. For more information, see: GUL, Joanna: \textit{Historia wytwórni fortepianów Ed.Seiler na tle przemysłu muzycznego Legnicy w XIX i XX wieku}. Unpublished MA thesis supervised by Prof. Maria Zduniak, Wrocław, 2002 (computer printouts, Library of the Karol Lipiński Academy of Music in Wrocław).


\(^{54}\) \textit{Amtlicher Katalog der zweiten...}, Ref. 43, p. 44: “Th Raymond, Pianofortefabfr. Pianino von Nußbaumholz, französische Bauart.”


\(^{56}\) \textit{Amtlicher Katalog der zweiten...}, Ref. 43, p. 28: "Wallischewski, Instrumentenbauer. Flügel von Polysander mit einerner Anhängplatte, engl. Mechanik, 7 ½ Octave (32’ G bis 5gestr. C)."

The following makers exhibited stringed instruments:

- **Ernst Liebich**: three violins based on models by Stradivari and Guarneri and a cello with bow and case (No. 515);\(^{58}\)
- **Amand Meisel** (Frankenstein, now Ząbkowice Śląskie): a string quartet: 2 violins, 1 viola and 1 cello (No. 124);\(^{59}\)
- **Kügler** (probably Joseph; as in the previous exhibition): a violin in a case with a bow (931);\(^{60}\)
- **Joh. Bieleck**, a shoemaker (Habelschwerdt, now Bystrzyca Kłodzka): in addition to shoes and accessories, he displayed a handmade zither and two types of guitars (No. 158).\(^{61}\)

The exhibition also featured a number of woodwind instruments:

- **E. Kleinert** (Breslau): a boxwood oboe with nickel silver keys, and an E-flat clarinet with brass fittings and nickel silver keys (No. 802);\(^{62}\)
- **Aug. Rüffer**, Hausbesitzer (homeowner; Ndr.-Berbisdorf bei Hirschberg, now Dziwiszów near Jelenia Góra): a boxwood G clarinet with 8 keys, all parts handmade (No. 123).\(^{63}\)

The above information about the instrument makers and their instruments is short, but it adds to the existing body of knowledge about Lower Silesian instrument makers.\(^{64}\) The 1857 exhibition catalogue combines modern trends brought by dynamic companies and slightly outdated production by amateurs, probably for their own use. For example, while Kleinert exhibited woodwind instruments with modern materials, such as nickel silver keys, ‘Hausbesitzer’ Rüffer exhibited an older clarinet model. Eduard Seiler’s Liegnitz-based company received first awards at exhibitions in Breslau, and was destined to become one of Germany’s largest piano factories.

Once again, major Lower Silesian wind instrument makers, such as Kleinert and Meisel, were featured in the exhibition. Amand Meisel (who had a workshop in Frankenstein, but previously also worked in Breslau and Schweidnitz) was an experienced luthier and also brass instruments maker.\(^{65}\) Exhibitors also included Ernst Liebich (I or.

---

\(^{58}\) *Amtlicher Katalog der zweiten...*, Ref. 43, p. 23: “E. Liebich, Instrumentmacher. 3 Violinen (nach Straduari u. Guarnieri), 1 Cello, mit Bogen und Kästen.”

\(^{59}\) *Amtlicher Katalog der zweiten...*, Ref. 43, p. 6: “Amand Meisel, Instrumentenb. Frankenstein. Quartett Streich-Instrumente: 2 Violinen, 1 Viola, 1 Cello.”

\(^{60}\) *Amtlicher Katalog der zweiten...*, Ref. 43, p. 41: “Kügler, Instrumentenmacher. Violine mit Bogen im Etui.”


\(^{64}\) See: ROTTERMUND, Budownictwo..., Ref. 16; VOGEL, Ref. 32; HEYDE, Ref. 4, LÜTGEN-DORFF, Ref. 35; HENKEL, Ref. 27.

\(^{65}\) VOGEL, Ref. 32, p. 146.
II), from the Liebich family of luthiers, who was influential in the region. Ernst Liebich (I) also took part in a major crafts exhibition in Berlin in 1844.66

A curiosity at the exhibitions were the amateur instrument makers, who had the most diverse occupations, e.g. a shoemaker, and were also from the higher echelons of society, such as Freiherr and Hausbesitzer.

Conclusion

This overview of two exhibitions held in Breslau in the mid-19th century gives an idea of the music sections of the exhibitions and of the activity of numerous instrument makers. Extensive public access meant the exhibitions included both major and lesser known makers, and both technical aspects already on the way out alongside novel trends. However, the exhibitions tended to showcase new developments and improvements in instruments – for example, square pianos were not displayed at any of the above exhibitions, although they still appear in some companies’ advertisements. Piano makers predominated, which was due to the ever growing popularity of the piano and its musical and visual appeal in exhibition conditions. The catalogues continue to feature two types of piano action (English and German, i.e. Viennese), with differing types of sound, indicating that both types of instruments continued to attract buyers. Exhibition participants were introduced to new technical innovations in instrument construction and materials (e.g. the use of nickel silver).

We learn almost nothing about the appearance of the exhibited instruments – only the types of wood or metal used are recorded – as the information in the catalogues in this regard is sparse. However, care was certainly taken over the visual appearance of the instruments in order to attract the most customers. The variety of the exhibited instruments and the extensive activity of the makers was a reflection of the region’s lively musical life and it inspired the instrument makers to develop their craft and innovate technically. The exhibitions gave the participants an opportunity to test their instruments in front of a public and receive feedback on how they sounded, and short concerts were often given. There were also specially organized concerts in which exhibited instruments were used. There are records of opening hymns composed specifically for the exhibitions, of dances, ‘exhibition polkas’ and other musical entertainments. The exhibitions provided a strong stimulus to a city’s development, and in addition to their economic significance, they also brought new sounds to the musical life of Breslau.

66 VOGEL, Ref. 32, p. 132.
Resumé

VÝSTAVY PRIEMYSELNEJ A REMESLÍNČKEJ VÝROBY VO VROCLAVE V ROKOCH 1852 A 1857 SO ZRETEEOM NA REGIONÁLNY ROZVOJ VÝROBY HUDOBNÝCH NÁSTROJOV

Výstavy priemyslu a remeselníctva 19. a 20. storočia sa stali zaujímavými kultúrno-historickými udalosťami s celoeurópskym a celosvetovým významom. Ich hlavným poslaním bol celospoločenský hospodársky, vedecko-technický a kultúrny rozvoj. Výstavy podporovali spoluprácu v oblasti všetkých výrobných rôznomenedostí v spojení s rozvojom vedy a kultúry.
